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Abstract
Although South Korea has a relatively small area when compared to neighboring countries, there are large differences
in precipitation characteristics by region due to its complex topography. Therefore, to effectively respond to disasters
caused by precipitation in South Korea, climate change information using a climate model with an improved spatial
resolution is required. This study classified sub–regions with homogeneous characteristics in South Korea using
transformed gridded precipitation observation datasets. Then, high–resolution regional climate models (RCMs) with
a 12.5 km horizontal resolution, which are known to simulate added value well in simulating future projections of
South Korea, were bias–corrected, and future changes in the precipitation means and extremes were analyzed using
these RCMs. The classified precipitation sub–regions in South Korea reasonably reflected the observed distribution
of precipitation, depending on latitude and topography. The future precipitation characteristics of the classified
precipitation sub–regions were predicted using bias–corrected RCMs. While the annual precipitation is projected
to increase relative to the present in most grids for all future periods, the RCP8.5 scenario for the mid–twenty-first
century is projected to decrease in the north of the central region. Intensified warming in the late twenty-first century
is predicted to considerably increase the mean precipitation intensity and magnitude of the high–intensity extreme
precipitation in all the precipitation sub–regions. As these results can lead to increased hydrological disasters, this
study will help to prepare practical countermeasures for precipitation changes on regional and local spatial scales in
South Korea.
Keywords Precipitation · Future change · South Korea · Precipitation sub–region · Regional climate model · Bias
correction
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summer. In particular, South Korea has a relatively small
area when compared to neighboring countries (e.g., China
or Japan) but it has significant regional differences in its precipitation characteristics due to its complex topography. As a
result, the pattern of disasters that occur varies by watershed
and region due to additional factors such as population density and the location of various industrial facilities (Ministry
of Environment 2020). Therefore, climate change information using a climate model with improved spatial resolution
is required for effective mitigation and adaptation to climate
change on regional or local spatial scales.
The global climate model (GCM), which targets the
global scale, has a spatial resolution of several hundred kilometers; therefore, there is a limit to obtaining information on
future climate change at regional or local spatial scales (Park
et al. 2020a). Therefore, to resolve the insufficient future climate simulation of GCMs on regional or local spatial scales,
the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment
(CORDEX) project was established by the World Climate
Research Programme (WCRP). In the CORDEX project,
diverse regional climate models (RCMs) were produced to
provide quality–controlled information for regional climate
change in 14 regional domains (Giorgi et al. 2009; Park et al.
2020a, 2021; http://wcrp-cordex.ipsl.jussieu.fr/). Currently,
for the East Asia domain, the CORDEX East Asia project
team is producing RCMs with various spatial resolutions
forced by multi–GCMs to project future East Asian climate
information. In phase I, RCMs with a 50-km horizontal resolution covering East Asia were first produced, followed by
RCMs with enhanced horizontal resolution (12.5 km) covering far East Asia centered on the Korean Peninsula. The
reason for the additional development of the RCMs with
12.5 km high resolution is that RCMs with 50 km horizontal resolution are insufficient to reproduce or project more
useful climate information (e.g., agriculture and hydrology)
on a fine spatial scale (Cha et al. 2016; Oh et al. 2016; Suh
et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2018; Park et al. 2020a). Several studies have been conducted using these multi–RCMs with a
12.5 km horizontal resolution for future climate projections
and model evaluations covering South Korea (Ahn et al.
2016; Cha et al. 2016; Choi et al. 2016; Oh et al. 2016; Suh
et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2017a; Kim et al. 2018; Park et al.
2020a).
This study is a follow–up study to the one conducted by
Park et al. (2021), which targeted East Asia. We classified
regions with homogeneous precipitation characteristics referenced in the present, targeting South Korea. Park et al.
(2021) used multi–RCMs from CORDEX phase I with a
resolution of 50 km suitable for the future precipitation projections of classified precipitation sub–regions. When these
RCMs are applied to predictions of future precipitation for
classified precipitation sub–regions on the South Korean
scale, the grid size is large, so there are limitations in the
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production of future climate change information. Therefore,
this study has applied 12.5 km high–resolution multi–RCMs
produced in the same project to predict the future precipitation of classified precipitation sub–regions in South Korea.
These RCMs are known to simulate the added value well in
future projections on the scale of South Korea (Park et al.,
2020a). Moreover, this study suggests various possibilities
for responding to precipitation in South Korea in the future
according to the magnitude of future warming by additionally applying the representative concentration pathways
(RCP)2.6 scenario corresponding to the Paris Agreement.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
observation dataset, model simulations, and main analysis
methods are introduced in Section 2. For the classified precipitation sub–regions in South Korea, climatology characteristics from the observations and future precipitation
characteristics using the bias–corrected RCM datasets are
investigated in Section 3. Finally, a summary and conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2 Data and Experiments
2.1 Observation and Model Simulations
Regarding the research data, the main difference from
Park et al. (2021) is that this study applied data from
the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) for
observation and improved the spatial resolution data for
the regional climate models. We selected the land area of
South Korea as the analysis domain. From observational
data and RCMs, the major variables applied in this study
were daily precipitation datasets. Climate datasets of 73
Automated Synoptic Observing System (ASOS) stations
for 25 years from 1981 to 2005 period were used to
classify the current precipitation sub–regions in South
Korea. In addition, the ASOS observational dataset was
used as reference data for the bias correction of the RCMs.
Simulated RCM datasets with a 12.5 km high horizontal
resolution, which cover Far–East Asia centered on the
Korean Peninsula, participating in the CORDEX East
Asia project, were used to project the future precipitation
characteristics for each identified precipitation sub–region
in South Korea. These RCMs were forced by two of
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 GCMs
(HadGEM2–AO and MPI–ESM–LR), which showed
relatively good simulation performance in capturing the
observed East Asian climate characteristics (Martin et al.
2011; Baek et al. 2013; Sperber et al. 2013; Guo et al.
2016). We projected future precipitation characteristics
using five RCMs (HadGEM3–RA, RegCM4, SNURCM,
WRF, and GRIMs) forced by HadGEM2–AO GCM,
which were simulated until the late twenty-first century,
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the period of this study. The future projection period is
the 2041–2065 period for the mid–twenty-first century
and the 2075–2099 period for the late twenty-first
century. The same number of analysis years (25 years)
as the present was applied for objective comparison.
The configurations of the five RCMs are presented in
Table 1. Multi–model ensemble (MME) datasets were
employed for all RCM experiments (historical, RCP2.6,
and RCP8.5) by averaging the unweighted output produced
by five RCM simulations. The historical experiment was
used to evaluate RCM’s performance to each identified
precipitation sub–region for the 1981–2005 period in
South Korea and as the reference dataset for the future
precipitation change projections. The RCP2.6 scenario is
the closest to the response of the Paris Agreement among
the RCP greenhouse gas emission scenarios, and RCP8.5,
a business as usual (BAU) scenario, maintains greenhouse
gas emissions at the present level. In this study, these
conflicting scenarios were applied to predict the future
precipitation characteristics for each precipitation
sub–region identified by observation and to classify future
precipitation sub–regions.

2.2 Analysis Methods
Because the ASOS datasets are point data, spatially non–uniform data were converted into gridded data with uniform
characteristics to perform bias correction of regional climate
models and comparison with RCMs. We applied the Barns
technique to these dataset’s conversions and extracted only
the land area of South Korea. Based on the gridded ASOS
datasets, only the land area of South Korea was analyzed
even for RCMs. The Barnes technique determines the values of each grid by assigning weights to the positions of the
observations at the center of the grid to be analyzed. This is
an effective method for calculating results when there are no
appropriate reference values (Barnes 1964; Koch et al. 1983;
Lee et al. 2017b; Park et al. 2020b). The initial estimate ( g0)
of the grid is determined by N observations ( f ) within the
effective radius (c ) and the weight ( wm ), which is inversely

proportional to the square of the grid–observed distance (rm)
(Koch et al. 1983).
�
�
∑N
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The final estimated value of the grid point is ( g1), and
( 𝛾 ) is a numerical convergence parameter with 0 < 𝛾 < 1
that adjusts the difference between ( w′m ) and ( wm ) to
include small–scale information.
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We then bias–corrected the high–resolution regional
climate models using the gridded ASOS observation
datasets. Because the model performance is improved
when the bias correction technique is applied to the climate model, the number of cases in which it is applied to
climate change research using climate models has been
increasing in recently years (Yan et al. 2015; Maraun et al.
2017; Kim et al. 2020, 2021; Park et al. 2021). The quantile mapping for the entire period (QME), which applied
quantile mapping to daily precipitation, was applied as a
bias correction technique. The quantile mapping method
is suitable for precipitation as a method of correcting data
for 0 mm days of daily precipitation by comparing the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the observations
and models. We also applied the quantile mapping method
to CDF for bias correction (Kim et al. 2020). The CDF
applies the generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution,
and variable x is as follows:

Table 1  Configurations of the RCMs used in this study

Number of grid points,
(latitude × longitude)
Vertical levels
Dynamic framework
Convection scheme
Land surface
References

HadGEM3–RA

RegCM4

SNURCM

WRF

GRIMs

184 × 164

198 × 178

199 × 179

201 × 180

201 × 182

Hybrid–38
Non–hydrostatic
Revised mass flux
scheme
MOSES–II
Davies et al. (2005)

σ–23
Hydrostatic
MIT–Emanuel

σ–24
Non–hydrostatic
Kain–Fritch II

σ–27
Non–hydrostatic
Kain–Fritch II

CLM3.5
Giorgi et al. (2012)

CLM3.0
Cha and Lee (2009)

Noah
Skamarock et al. (2005)

σ–28
Hydrostatic
Simplified Arakawa–
Schubert
Noah
Hong et al. (2013)
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where 𝜇, 𝜎 , and 𝜉 are the location, scale, and shape parameters, respectively, which were estimated following the
L–moments. The CDF of each RCM, estimated using daily
precipitation values from the historical experiment, was fitted to that of the observation dataset.
)
)
(
(
−1
,𝛽 ,𝛾
,𝛽 ,𝛾
P∗Hist (d) = Fobs
FHist P∗1
Hist (d)|𝛼Hist Hist Hist |𝛼obs obs obs
(6)
)
)
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(
∗
−1
PRCP (d) = Fobs FHist PRCP (d)|𝛼Hist , 𝛽Hist , 𝛾Hist |𝛼obs , 𝛽obs , 𝛾obs
(7)
Here, P , F , Hist , and RCP were defined as precipitation,
CDF, historical experiment, and RCP scenario, respectively.
For sub– or superscripts, ‘*’ and ‘*1’ indicated the final
bias–corrected result and bias–corrected dataset of an intermediate step (Kim et al. 2020).
We applied Ward’s hierarchical clustering method as
a statistical technique (Ward 1963) to identify the present and future precipitation sub–regions in South Korea.
Ward’s method is widely applied to classify climatic zones
(Park et al. 2009, 2021; Bieniek et al. 2012; Awan et al.
2015). Ward’s hierarchical clustering method minimizes the
increase in the error sum of squares, which is proportional to
the squared Euclidean distance between i and j cluster centers (Murtagh and Legendre, 2014). The clustering method
used in this study is the same as that applied in the previous
study; therefore, further details of Ward’s technique can be
referred to in Park et al. (2021).
Four precipitation indices from the Statistical and
Regional Dynamical Downscaling of Extremes (STARDEX, https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/projects/stardex) and Expert
Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI,
http://etccdi.pacifi cclimate.org/list_27_indices.shtml) were
selected to examine the precipitation extremes of each classified sub–region in South Korea (Table 2). These indices
were analyzed by dividing them into the low–intensity
extreme precipitation indices of PQ90 and SDII and the
high–intensity extreme precipitation indices of RX1day and

RX5day. For drought, a standard precipitation index (SPI)
was applied. The SPI is the most widely used drought index
and is designed to quantify the precipitation deficit over
several timescales to reflect the effect of droughts on the
availability of various water resources. Monthly precipitation values were fitted to a 2–parameter gamma or Pearson
type III distribution and then transformed to a normal distribution to obtain the SPI (Mckee et al. 1993; Guttman 1999;
Hayes et al. 1999, 2011; WMO 2012; Bothe et al. 2012;
Trenberth et al. 2014; Choi et al. 2016; Myoung et al. 2020;
An et al. 2022; Lee et al. 2022). Therefore, the average SPI is
zero, and the relative degree of the droughts can be evaluated
according to the climatic characteristics of each region. The
classification scale presented in Table 3 was used to determine drought intensity (Mckee et al. 1993; WMO 2012).
According to this scale, a drought event occurs when the
SPI reaches an intensity of -1.0 or less. The KMA officially
evaluates meteorological drought in South Korea using the
SPI based on 6–month precipitation (Lee et al. 2020; https://
hydro.kma.go.kr/drought/obsAdm.do). Moreover, in South
Korea, the SPI with a gamma distribution performs better
than a Pearson type III distribution (Yoo et al. 2013; Lee
et al. 2022). Accordingly, this study predicted droughts in
the future scenarios by calculating the number of months
with an SPI of -1.0 or less with a gamma distribution according to 6–month precipitation, and the dry seasons of winter
and spring (December to May) were targeted.

3 Results
3.1 Climatology Characteristics of the Classified
Precipitation Sub–Regions in South Korea
In this section, we examine the climatology characteristics
of annual and daily precipitation for each sub–region of
South Korea classified by observation. Figure 1(a) shows
the annual precipitation distribution from 1981 to 2005
in South Korea. The mean annual precipitation in South
Korea over 25 years is 1,332 mm, ranging from less than
1,000 mm on Baengnyeong Island to over 1,800 mm
Table 3  SPI values

Table 2  Extreme precipitation indices used in this study
Index

Definition (unit)

RX1day
RX5day
PQ90

Maximum 1-day precipitation amount (mm)
Maximum 5-day precipitation amount (mm)
90th percentile of precipitation on days with > 1 mm
precipitation (mm)
Total precipitation amount/number of R ≥ 1 mm (mm d−1)

SDII
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Value

Drought intensity

2.0 +
1.5 to 1.99
1.0 to 1.49
–0.99 to 0.99
–1.0 to -1.49
–1.5 to -1.99
–2 and less

Extremely wet
Very wet
Moderately wet
Near normal
Moderately dry
Severely dry
Extremely dry

Future Projections of Precipitation using Bias–Corrected High–Resolution Regional Climate…
Fig. 1  Spatial distributions of
(a) annual precipitation (mm)
and (b) classified precipitation sub–regions using gridded
precipitation observation for
South Korea. In (a), “am” and
“sd” represent the areal mean
for the annual precipitation in
South Korea and its standard
deviation, respectively

Table 4  Abbreviations of the classified precipitation sub–regions
Abbreviation

Definition

NWK
NEK
CK
SWK
SEK
JJ

Northwestern Korea
Northeastern Korea
Central Korea
Southwestern Korea
Southeastern Korea
Jeju

on the eastern part of Jeju–do and the southern coast.
Gyeongsangbuk–do has relatively little precipitation,
with an annual precipitation of less than 1,100 mm due to
topographical effects. Chang and Ding (2005) and Wilks
(2011) suggested that the appropriate number of clusters
requires the subjective selection of an expert with sufficient
prior knowledge according to the purpose of the analysis.
Therefore, we selected six as the appropriate number of
clusters using the gridded ASOS dataset (Fig. 1(b)). This
precipitation classification result seems to reasonably
reflect the observed distribution of annual precipitation,
depending on latitude and topography. The classified
sub–regions are named according to their location and
geographical name, and the abbreviations are presented in
Table 4. For example, the NWK sub–region represents the
northwestern region of South Korea, and the JJ sub–region
represents the Jeju–do region. Zonally, South Korea was
divided into four regions, and the northern and southern
regions were further classified into east–west regions. In the
northern part of South Korea, the sub–regions are divided
into NWK and NEK sub–regions based on the Taebaek
Mountains, which are the largest mountains in South
Korea. The NEK sub–region adjacent to the east coast

is an exit location for typhoons that affect South Korea
in summer, and it is also a region where a record heavy
rainfall of 870.2 mm for daily precipitation occurred during
Typhoon Rusa in 2002. Furthermore, it is a snowy region
where a large amount of snow falls due to the influence of
the Taebaek Mountains when the east wind has an effect
in winter. That is, when compared with metropolitan areas
of the same latitude, the NEK sub–region has a large
difference in precipitation characteristics owing to the
influence of a large–scale mountain range. The southern
region of South Korea is also divided into the SWK and
SEK sub–regions based on the Sobaek Mountains, and
these regions are almost identical to the administrative
districts of Jeolla–do and Gyeongsang–do, respectively.
When the northern Siberian high expands in winter, the
large amount of snow in the SWK sub–region is due to the
influence of the Sobaek Mountains. The SEK sub–region
often corresponds to the entrance when typhoons land in
South Korea (Choi and Kim 2007; Park et al. 2008).
Figure 2 shows the temporal variations and linear regression trends of annual precipitation during the 1981–2005
period for the classified sub–regions, where RC is the
regression coefficient. The mean annual precipitation for
the 25 years from 1981 to 2005 was the highest in the JJ
sub–region at 1,644 mm and the lowest in the CK sub–region
at 1,208 mm. The JJ sub–region seems to have the most precipitation due to the frequent effects of the EASM rain belt
and typhoons in the summer. The linear regression trend in
all regions did not show a statistically significant trend as
the p–value was greater than 10 in all regions. The annual
precipitation tended to increase in the five sub–regions. In
particular, the NEK sub–region showed the most significant
increasing trend out of all the sub–regions. This is due to the
large amount of precipitation from two typhoons (Rusa and
Korean Meteorological Society
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Fig. 2  Time series of annual
precipitation for each precipitation sub–region from
gridded precipitation observation for South Korea. RC is an
abbreviation for the regression
coefficient

Maemi) that hit the area in 2002 and 2003, respectively. The
JJ sub–region, with the largest annual precipitation, showed
a decreasing trend.
Furthermore, the temporal variations in the climatological daily precipitation formed during the 1981–2005
period for the classified sub–regions (Fig. 3). Summer on
the Korean Peninsula is the season when precipitation is
concentrated under the influence of the EASM rain belt
called the “rainy season”. Two peaks in summer were
well expressed in all the classified sub–regions. These

peaks were associated with the onset and withdrawal of
the northward movement of the EASM rain belt from
June to August (Park et al. 2021). In most regions, the
precipitation at the first peak of the two peaks was large;
however, in the NEK sub–region, the second peak had
more precipitation than the first. As previously mentioned,
this is because the climatological monthly precipitation
in September was larger than that in other regions due
to the influence of the two strong typhoons in the NEK
sub–region.

Fig. 3  Temporal variations in the climatological daily precipitation for (a) NWK, NEK, and CK, and (b) SWK, SEK, and JJ precipitation sub–
regions
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3.2 Future Precipitation Characteristics
of the Classified Precipitation Sub–Regions
in South Korea
A performance evaluation of the historical experimental
datasets is required before estimating the future projections
of precipitation in each classified region. Because
bias–corrected RCMs were applied in this study, the
performances of bias–corrected and non–bias–corrected
RCMs were compared in the historical experiment using
a Taylor diagram to evaluate the effect of bias correction
on the annual precipitation of each classified sub–region
(Fig. 4). The KMA ASOS datasets were used as reference
data. A reference point with a standard deviation and
correlation coefficient of one is the point that indicates a
perfect model performance. The distance from each model
point to the reference point denotes the model errors related
to spatial patterns (Taylor 2001). For non–bias–corrected
RCMs, the overall model performance was low in all
sub–regions. The RCMs and MME of the JJ sub–region
were the best, and some RCMs of the CK, SEK, and NEK
sub–regions showed negative correlation coefficient values.
In contrast, all five bias–corrected RCMs and their MME are
close to the reference point for all sub–regions, denoting a
near–perfect spatial–pattern RCM performance. This result
shows the usefulness of bias–corrected RCMs and provides
strong evidence that it is appropriate to apply bias–corrected
RCMs to future precipitation projections for each classified
sub–region in South Korea.

The RCM MME distributions of the period–averaged
annual precipitation and its future projections in South
Korea according to the scenario for two future periods
(2041–2065, 2075–2099) are shown in Fig. 5. Here,
future projections of annual precipitation are expressed
as percentages. To indicate inter-model agreements for the
simulated data sets, the hatched marking indicates areas
where all five RCMs have the same sign. Future annual
precipitation patterns tend to be similar for the scenarios
RCP2.6 and RCP8.5. As considerable precipitation is
expected on the south and northeast coasts and a little
precipitation in Gyeongsangbuk–do, the scenarios seem
to show a similar pattern to the present. In the case of
the area–averaged annual precipitation, the RCP2.6 scenario predicted precipitation to decrease by 4.3% in the
2075–2099 period compared to the 2041–2065 period. In
contrast, the RCP8.5 scenario predicted precipitation to
increase by 16.5%. The RCP8.5 scenario predicted that
there will be less precipitation in the 2041–2065 period
than in the RCP2.6 scenario, but there will be more
precipitation with a large difference in the 2075–2099
period. In particular, it is predicted that an area showing
1,800 mm year −1 or more is expected to expand on the
southern coast and Jeju region in the RCP8.5 scenario for
the 2075–2099 period. As for the spatial distribution of
future projections compared to the present, the RCP2.6
scenario will have an overall positive value and is expected
to show a “south–high–north–low” distribution in the
2041–2065 period. In the 2075–2099 period compared to

Fig. 4  Taylor diagram for (a) the non–bias–corrected and (b) bias–corrected RCMs of the Historical experiment for each sub–region
Korean Meteorological Society
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Fig. 5  Spatial distributions of future scenarios for future annual
precipitation and its change for the RCM MMEs. In the upper right
corner of the figures, “am” and “sd” represent the areal mean for

future annual precipitation in South Korea and its standard deviation,
respectively. In columns 2 and 4, the hatched marking indicates areas
where all RCMs have the same sign

the previous period, the rate of increase was expected to
increase in the northern region but decrease in the southern part for the RCP2.6 scenario. From the projections of
the RCP2.6 scenario in the two future periods, most grids
of South Korea did not show good inter-model agreements.
For RCP8.5, the average annual precipitation in the north
of the central region is projected to decrease compared
to that in the 2041–2065 period, and it will increase in
the south and central regions. In the 2075–2099 period,
the entire region of South Korea has a positive projection
with a “south–high–north–low” distribution. Remarkably, some parts of the southern coastal region are predicted to have an increase in precipitation by more than
30% compared with that in the present. In the case of the
RCP8.5 scenario, good model agreements were found in
the southern part and the western NWK sub–region in
the 2041–2065 period, and in most regions except for the
NEK sub–region in the 2075–2099 period. These future
precipitation changes are related to variations in moisture
transport in low–level atmospheres. To briefly analyze the
factors influencing these future precipitation projections
in South Korea, we investigated the future changes in the
moisture flux and its magnitude in the low–level atmosphere during the summer season (June–July–August),
when precipitation is concentrated (Fig. 6), and the results
were generally similar to the distribution of future projections for period–averaged annual precipitation in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 6, the moisture flux magnitude is calculated as the
square root of the quadratic sum of the moisture transport (Sepulchre et al. 2010; Park et al. 2021). From the
RCP2.6 scenario in the two future periods, and RCP8.5,
in the 2075–2099 period, the moisture flux magnitude is
expected to increase in all grids of South Korea as the
inflow of moisture from the warm and humid low–latitude
ocean into South Korea's inland increases. In contrast, in
RCP8.5, for the period 2041–2065, the moisture flux magnitude is expected to decrease in the broad grids except for
the northeast, southwest, and Jeju regions.
The projection of the extreme precipitation index for
each classified precipitation sub–region and South Korea
was analyzed by dividing it into low– and high–intensity
regions (Fig. 7). Most notably, in the case of the RCP8.5
scenario with the largest warming scale, the high–intensity extreme precipitation indices are predicted to increase
more than the low–intensity extreme precipitation indices
in most sub–regions during the 2070–2099 period. This
may be related to the stronger contribution of increasing
moisture content to more extreme precipitation in the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship and convective precipitation
intensification in the high–emission CO2 scenario (Kim
et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2018; Park et al. 2021). This result
suggests that the intensification of warming causes a large
increase in high–intensity extreme precipitation, suggesting
that precipitation disasters in South Korea may increase;
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Fig. 6  Spatial distributions of
the future changes in horizontal
moisture flux (vector) and its
magnitude (shading) at 850 hPa
(g kg−1 m s−1) during the summer season for the RCM MMEs

therefore, a firmer policy for mitigating and responding to
climate change is required.
For the low–intensity extreme precipitation indices, the
RCP2.6 scenario is projected to have positive projections for
all the regions during the two future periods. Overall, the
RCP2.6 scenario during 2041–2065 period and RCP8.5 scenario during 2075–2099 period are predicted to have large
projections. SDII indicates precipitation intensity. By taking
into account the number of days with a rainfall of larger than
1 mm day−1, the number of precipitation days is predicted
to decrease in the high–latitude sub–regions of NWK and
NEK and increase in the low–latitude sub–regions of SEK,
SWK, and JJ in both scenarios during the 2041–2065 period
(Fig. S1). The 2075–2099 period is predicted to decrease in
the NWK and NEK sub–regions of the two scenarios and
in the CK and SWK sub–regions of the RCP2.6 scenario.
In contrast, the SDII is expected to increase in all regions,
scenarios, and periods. Notably, during the 2075–2099
period, the SDII is expected to increase significantly in
RCP8.5, a high–emission scenario, and will be distributed
in the fashion of “south–high–north–low”. These results
show that strengthened warming leads to an increase in the
mean precipitation intensity, which more strongly supports
the association with the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship

presented above. PQ90, which belongs to another low–intensity extreme precipitation category, is generally similar to
the SDII, except for the negative projection of RCP8.5,
during the 2041–2065 period in some sub–regions. In
the case of high–intensity extreme precipitation indices,
the common characteristics of all sub–regions during the
2041–2065 period did not appear, but in the 2075–2099
period, the RCP8.5 scenario showed a larger projection
than the RCP2.6 scenario in all sub–regions. Similar to
the low–intensity extreme precipitation indices, a large
increase in the RCP8.5 scenario was expected during the
2075–2099 period and this will be distributed in the fashion
of “south–high–north–low”.
Moreover, we quantitatively predicted future droughts
during the dry season (winter and spring) for each
sub–region and South Korea (Fig. 8). For the projection of
the number of months with an SPI of -1.0 or less, the areal
mean value of South Korea for the two future scenarios in
the two future periods is projected from -0.1 to -0.2, not
significantly different from the present (Fig. S2). Increases
in the East Coast region and decreases elsewhere are predicted consistently in the two future scenarios in the two
future periods. For the classified precipitation sub–regions,
the NWK, CK, and SWK sub–regions are predicted to have
Korean Meteorological Society
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Fig. 7  Future RCM MME changes in (a and b) low–intensity extremes and (c and d) high–intensity indices for each precipitation sub–region
and South Korea
Fig. 8  Future RCM MME
changes in the number of
months with an SPI of -1.0 or
less during the dry season for
each precipitation sub–region
and South Korea

fewer drought months than the present in the two future
scenarios in the two future periods. In contrast, the NEK
sub–region, located in the east coast region, differs significantly from other sub–regions in that drought months are
expected to increase in the two future scenarios in the two
future periods. These results for future drought projections
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for South Korea are mostly inconsistent with the results of
the precipitation forecast presented above. This is because of
the concentration of precipitation in summer and the drought
that occurs mainly from winter to spring, which is the dry
season, that is, the seasonal difference between the occurrence of the two events.
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4 Summary and Conclusions
In this study, a follow–up of the study by Park et al. (2021)
classified sub–regions with homogeneous precipitation characteristics in the South Korean domain using transformed
into gridded precipitation observation datasets. Moreover,
future changes in precipitation means and extremes were
analyzed using bias–corrected RCMs. The classified precipitation sub–regions in South Korea reasonably reflected
the observed distribution of annual precipitation, depending
on latitude and topography. The observed annual precipitation of the classified sub–regions tended to increase in five
sub–regions, but not significant trends. Owing to the onset
and withdrawal of the EASM rain belt, two peaks in summer
were well demonstrated in all classified sub–regions.
As the usefulness of the bias–corrected RCM was
demonstrated, we applied the bias–correction technique to
future precipitation scenarios. The future annual precipitation
compared to the present was projected to have a positive
value in most grids for the RCP2.6 scenario in the two future
periods and for the RCP8.5 scenario in the 2075–2099
period. Meanwhile, the RCP8.5 scenario in the 2041–2065
period was predicted to have a decrease compared to the
present in the north of the central region. These results are
related to moisture transport projections in the low–level
atmosphere. In the projection of the extreme precipitation
index, for the RCP8.5 scenario with the largest warming scale,
high–intensity extreme precipitation indices were predicted
to increase more than low–intensity extreme precipitation
indices in most sub–regions in the late twenty-first century.
Moreover, intensified warming in the late twenty-first
century has been projected to considerably increase the mean
precipitation intensity. The increase in the low–intensity and
high–intensity extreme precipitation indices from the RCP8.5
scenario in the late twenty-first century will be distributed
in the manner of “south–high–north–low”. In the prediction
results of the number of months with an SPI of -1.0 or less,
drought months of the NEK sub–region were expected to
increase in the two future scenarios in the two future periods.
The NEK sub–region includes Gangneung and Sokcho, where
large–scale wildfires occur frequently. As the NEK sub–region
is expected to increase drought months in all future scenarios,
it is necessary to strengthen responses and preventive measures
against future wildfire outbreaks. Moreover, it is necessary to
investigate the causes of the increase in the future drought
months of the NEK sub-region.
This study objectively classified the sub–regions based
on the present precipitation characteristics for observations in South Korea, which is smaller than the domain
applied by Park et al. (2021). Moreover, by applying the
bias correction technique to the RCM, more reliable future
precipitation information was presented for precipitation

sub–regions classified in South Korea. The results of this
study that intensifying warming will lead to large increases
in high–intensity extreme precipitation and mean precipitation intensity in all classified precipitation sub–regions support the possibility that hydrological disasters such as flash
floods and landslides in South Korea may increase in the
future. Therefore, we expect that this study using the RCM
with improved spatial resolution will help prepare practical countermeasures for future precipitation changes over
regional and local spatial scales.
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